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[1] This study establishes a series of tests to examine the relative utility of nonlinear time

series analysis for oceanic data. The performance of linear autoregressive models and
nonlinear delay coordinate embedding methods are compared for three numerical and two
observational data sets. The two observational data sets are (1) an hourly near-bottom
pressure time series from the South Atlantic Bight and (2) an hourly current-meter time
series from the Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB). The nonlinear methods give significantly
better predictions than the linear methods when the underlying dynamics have low
dimensionality. When the dimensionality is high, the utility of nonlinear methods is
limited by the length and quality of the time series. On the application side we mainly
focus on the MAB data set. We find that the slope velocities are much less predictable than
shelf velocities. Predictability on the slope after several hours is no better than the
statistical mean. On the other hand, significant predictability of shelf velocities can be
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1. Introduction
[2] Data available for even well-studied regions of the
ocean are very sparse both temporally and spatially. For
a host of applications, including those associated with
navigation, resource management, weather forecasting,
and national defense, we need, however, to be able to base
predictions of changes in ocean properties on these data
sets. Our work here is motivated by the desire to understand
how much we can predict, and for how long, from such
sparse data sets.
[3] Coastal oceanographers are interested in predicting
the strength and location of a shelf break front over the
course of a few days. We address the dynamics of the shelf
break front in the Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB). Many
past studies have focused on the temporal and spatial
variability of this front [e.g., Flagg and Beardsley, 1978;
Gawarkiewicz, 1991; Lozier and Gawarkiewicz, 2001;
Lozier et al., 2002; Fratantoni et al., 2000] in an effort to
understand the underlying dynamics. The focus of our
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investigation is to measure the predictability of the shelf
break front, an analysis distinct from a description of its
variability. We ascertain that the shelf velocities are more
predictable than the corresponding slope velocities.
[4] Standard methods of prediction are based on linear
methods in the analyses of time series [e.g., Penland and
Sardeshmukh, 1995; Emery and Thomson, 1998], and the
basic technique here uses an autoregressive model. The real
system is, however, nonlinear, being driven by an underlying fluid flow. We apply therefore a nonlinear prediction
method based on phase space reconstruction and ask the
question as to whether this offers any improvement over the
standard linear prediction technique. As will be explained in
section 5, the utility of such an approach is limited by the
fact that it requires data length to be longer than the duration
of most existing data records. This is borne out in the main
case we consider of prediction around the shelf break front
of the Middle Atlantic Bight.
[5] Nonlinear techniques derive from recent advances in
dynamical systems theories. These methods have proven to
be effective in many scientific applications [Ott et al.,
1994; Abarbanel, 1996; Kantz and Schreiber, 1997]. Such
methods were used in a recent study of coastal water levels
[Frison et al., 1999], where the underlying dynamics were
well approximated by using a nonlinear deterministic
model. This latter study, however, did not assess whether
linear methods could yield comparable approximations,
leaving open the question as to whether nonlinear methods
are indeed superior (they are always more numerically
costly).
[6] The basis of nonlinear methods is to decode, purely
from the data, the underlying rule governing their genera-
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tion. As a simple example: Imagine that an observed variable
is a sinusoidal function of time. Variability can be quantified
as the amplitude of the sinusoidal function. If one uses this
sinusoidal function to predict future values, however, the
prediction errors would always be zero. Predictability is thus
associated with skill at uncovering the rules governing the
evolution of a time series. Ideally, an understanding of the
local dynamics produces those governing rules. However,
since we do not yet understand the dominant physical
mechanisms that govern the shelf and slope waters of the
Middle Atlantic Bight, past observations can provide an
approximation to the rules, allowing for a measure of
predictability. In order to isolate the limits and potential of
past observations to predict future states, this study assesses
predictability based solely on measurements. The measurements that are used for this assessment are from time series
collected in the region, as will be detailed in section 3.4.
[7] As a second consideration, aimed at understanding the
usefulness of nonlinear techniques in geophysical prediction, we seek to obtain an idea of the cutoff at which
nonlinear techniques cease to be useful. Two main variables
are relevant here: length of time series available and
dimension of the underlying system. In an observational
data set the latter is most likely not known and cannot even
be surmised. While the former is obviously known, a
characteristic length for the time series from which the
dynamics can be usefully deduced may not be known.
Furthermore, it is important that the sampling rate of the
data is not an inherent harmonic of the dynamics; otherwise,
the subsequent analysis will be strongly subject to aliasing
errors. To understand where, and why, nonlinear methods
might be useful in a geophysical setting, we introduce a
sequence of data sets with increasing complexity. These
derive from a standard low-dimensional model, namely, the
Lorenz system, a shallow water model, and an observational
data set from the South Atlantic Bight.
[8] We are not attempting here to use information from
the underlying physics in any way. Data assimilation has
emerged as a key technique for prediction that incorporates
data into models to improve predictability. The predictive
capability for data assimilation – based schemes is, however,
constrained not only by the quality and quantity of data but
also by incomplete model physics, unknown initial and
boundary conditions, and parameterizations. We are restricting ourselves here to the extreme case where only data are
taken as a basis of prediction with the aim of addressing the
question: What can be predicted purely from data, and
under what circumstances?
[9] An overview of our approach is given in section 2.
This approach is applied to the data sets presented in
section 3, with the methods detailed in section 4. Results
are given in section 5, followed by a summary in section 6.
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this function is linear, we can use a linear autoregressive
(AR) model for prediction [e.g., see Brockwell and Davis,
1991; Emery and Thomson, 1998]. On the other hand, if we
have reason to believe that the function is nonlinear, it is
difficult to select a global prediction model. However, a
globally nonlinear model can be approximated by a model
that has simple local structures. To construct such local
models, we use the delay embedding technique that has
recently been developed [e.g., see Ott et al., 1994; Abarbanel,
1996; Kantz and Schreiber, 1997]. Essentially, a delay
vector is constructed by intelligently combining the current
and past values in the time series, such that the evolution of
the time series can be represented as a function of delay
vectors. As an example of the basic concepts involved in the
delay embedding technique, consider an (unforced) double
pendulum system, in which the angles between the shafts of
the two pendulums and the vertical are denoted by q1(t) and
q2(t). The state of the system at any time t is uniquely
specified by the two angles and the two angular velocities
dq1/dt and dq2/dt. All future states are uniquely determined
once the present state is specified. Now suppose that we
have a time series of just one of the variables, say, q1(t),
spanning 0 < t < T. We can construct a delay vector [q1(T),
q1(T  t),   , q1(T  (d  1)t)], where the time delay t is
some multiple of the sampling interval in the time series and
the embedding dimension d is an integer. It follows from the
embedding theorem [Takens, 1981; Sauer et al., 1991] that
for sufficiently large d the delay vectors uniquely specify
the system state under a wide variety of conditions. This
information can then be used for the prediction of future
values. Details of this technique, such as the selection of the
embedding dimension and the time delay, will be discussed
in section 4.
[11] One of the objectives of this paper is to gain insight
into the utility and limitations of both linear and nonlinear
methods in the construction of prediction models for observed time series. To achieve this goal, we address the
following two questions: (1) Do observed time series
contain structures that cannot be explained by linear models? (2) Can nonlinear models provide better predictions
than linear models? To answer the first question, we test
whether the observed time series can be differentiated from
other time series that are generated with the same linear
properties, a technique called surrogate data testing [Theiler
et al., 1992; Smith, 1992; Schreiber and Schmitz, 2000].
The second question can be answered by applying both
linear and nonlinear prediction models to the observed time
series and then comparing their prediction errors. The
methods used for the surrogate data testing and the computation of the prediction errors will be explained in section 4,
following a discussion of the data used in this study.

3. Data
2. Approach
[10] The purpose of estimating predictability is to infer
the amount of uncertainty in the prediction of future values.
To test the performance of prediction models, a subseries
from a given time series is omitted for the model construction and then is compared to a model-generated subseries.
We expect that the future evolution of a time series is a
function of the current and past values. If we assume that

[12] The approach outlined in section 2 is applied to four
different systems: (1) the Lorenz system, which is a set of
three ordinary differential equations, (2) a shallow water
model, which contains an increasing number of degrees of
freedom as the damping coefficient is reduced, (3) a pressure
time series collected in the South Atlantic Bight, and (4) an
array of velocity time series collected from the shelf and
slope waters in the Middle Atlantic Bight. Though one of our
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Figure 1. Representative time series from (a) data set A, (b) data set B, (c) data set C, and (d) data set D.
In Figures 1a – 1c, xn is unitless.

primary goals is the application of these methods to time
series from the Middle Atlantic Bight, considerable insight is
gained from the application of these methods to less complicated systems and, for the Lorenz system and the shallow
water model, systems that are known to be nonlinear.
[13] Whereas the numerical data are noise-free, the observational signals are inevitably corrupted by instrument
and other errors. An important and practical question is how
sensitive the prediction methods are to measurement noise.
For the Lorenz system (which is the underlying model for
data set A to be discussed in section 3.1) it has been shown
that the prediction methods are still valid when the noise
level is 45% (M. Dodson et al., Noise sensitivity of simple
deterministic prediction model tested on Lorenz attractor
data, available at http://gridlock.york.ac.uk/papers/noise.
doc, 2004). For other systems the admissive noise level
obviously can change depending on the details of the
underlying dynamics. Statistical methods have been developed to incorporate the effects of observational noise and
estimation error [Casdagli et al., 1991; Grassberger et al.,
1993]. Typically, this requires some knowledge of some
statistical properties of the noise. It is not a simple matter,
however, to properly model the noise in the instrument: Is it
pure error, or does it have a consistent bias, for instance?
Too crude an addition of noise can be mistaken as a sign of
high dimensionality in the nonlinear analysis. We have
therefore decided to apply the techniques to the signals as
they come, keeping in mind the obvious difference between
the observational and computed signals.
3.1. Lorenz System: Data Set A
[14] The Lorenz system is given by the following set of
equations:
dx
¼ sð y  x Þ
dt

ð1Þ

dy
¼ xz þ rx  y
dt

ð2Þ

dz
¼ xy  bz:
dt

ð3Þ

We numerically integrated these equations using the
parameters s = 16, b = 4, and r = 45.92 as was done by
Abarbanel [1996] and a time step of Dt = 0.01. The x
coordinate was recorded after every time step. A time series
of the x coordinate, containing 10,000 points, is referred to
as data set A and is plotted in Figure 1a.
3.2. Shallow Water Model: Data Sets B and C
[15] In a study by Helfrich and Pratt [2003], flow in a
bounded basin that is drained through a strait is modeled
by the nondimensional, reduced gravity, shallow water
momentum
@u
þ uru þ k  u ¼ rðh þ bÞ þ D þ M
@t

ð4Þ

and continuity
@h
þ rðuhÞ ¼ w
@t

ð5Þ

equations on the f plane, where u = (u, v) is the horizontal
velocity, h is layer depth, b defines the bottom topography,
D = ru is the bottom drag with a linear coefficient r, w is the
downwelling velocity, and M is the momentum flux due to
downwelling. See Helfrich and Pratt [2003] for detailed
information about the model and the choices for h, b, and w.
For the initial state the flow is quiescent. After the flow is
spun up, the mass flux across the strait is recorded after
every dimensionless time unit, producing a time series of
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10,000 data points. As r decreases, the time series changes
from nearly steady to periodic and then to aperiodic. For
sufficiently small r the time series appears irregular. In this
paper, we consider two data sets, one obtained for r = 0.003
(data set B, Figure 1b) and one for r = 0.001 (data set C,
Figure 1c). Although both time series are aperiodic, data
set C appears more irregular than data set B. In section 5.1
we will show that data set B corresponds to a lowdimensional system, whereas data set C corresponds to a
high-dimensional system.
3.3. South Atlantic Bight Data (Data Set D)
[16] In an effort to gain experience in the application of
our methods to observational data, we chose to analyze a
record of near-bottom pressure from the continental shelf
off Georgia, collected as part of the South Atlantic Bight
Synoptic Offshore Observational Network (SABSOON)
[Seim, 2000]. We chose this time series for two main
reasons. First, we believed the dynamics of this region
would be less complicated than the dynamics associated
with the shelf break front in the Middle Atlantic Bight. We
anticipated that the dynamics of these shelf waters would be
tidally dominated and thus primarily linear. In this sense, the
South Atlantic Bight (SAB) time series was used as a
learning tool for the application of our methods to the shelf
break front. The second reason we chose this time series
was its record length and the anticipation of even longer
records as the SABSOON program continues its operations.
In our study we used a time series of near-bottom pressure
collected from May 2000 to October 2001. The raw data,
recorded in 6-min intervals, were hourly averaged to create
our data set D (Figure 1d). Since nonlinear models can be
constructed from consecutive data points only, gaps in the
training subseries were filled by using Fourier interpolation,
where the Fourier coefficients were estimated by least
squares fitting with a 2-day window leading each gap.
3.4. Middle Atlantic Bight Data (Data Set E)
[17] The main data set analyzed in this paper is a set of
hourly averaged, high-quality current and temperature
measurements collected during the Nantucket Shoals Flux
Experiment (NSFE) from March 1979 to April 1980
[Beardsley et al., 1985]. Six moorings were deployed across
the continental shelf and upper slope, south of Nantucket,
near 70W. A schematic cross section of the array is shown
in Figure 2. A thorough description of the current and
temperature data, with a focus on the low-frequency variability, was given by Beardsley et al. [1985]. Briefly, they
found the mean current to be along-shelf toward the west,
with energetic low-frequency fluctuations that were highly
coherent over the shelf but were uncorrelated with fluctuations on the upper slope. An examination of the kinetic
energy spectra reveals that most of the low-frequency
variability occurs in the synoptic band that corresponds to
2- to 20-day periods. As mentioned in section 1, the source
of this variability has been the focus of several studies over
the past several decades [e.g., Flagg and Beardsley, 1978;
Gawarkiewicz, 1991; Fratantoni et al., 2000; Lozier and
Gawarkiewicz, 2001; Lozier et al., 2002]; however, no clear
consensus has emerged.
[18] In this paper, we use only the velocity time series
from the NSFE array. Predicting temperature from the time

Figure 2. Schematic cross section of the NSFE79 moored
array. The locations of the moored instruments are marked
by open (short time series) or solid (long time series) circles.
The water depth (in meters) appears in parentheses next to
the mooring number for the long time series.
series is difficult because of the strong seasonality of the
temperature record and the short length of the record
relative to this dominant variability. Of the 18 velocity
records available, 8 cover a period of more than 1 year.
These eight relatively long records of both cross-shelf and
along-shelf velocity (marked with solid circles in Figure 2)
are investigated in this paper. The remaining records (at
most about half of a year long) are of inadequate length for
the application of our time series analysis. Four representative time series from the 16 selected for our study (eight
cross-shelf and eight along-shelf ) are shown in Figure 3.
We should also note that two of the eight long records
contain gaps of approximately half a month. These gaps
were not filled because they are too wide. Special treatment
of these gaps will be discussed in section 5. Although there
are no other gaps in these selected MAB time series, we
note that these time series were prepared from raw data that
contained many short gaps [Beardsley et al., 1985].

4. Methods
[19] In this section we give an overview of the fundamentals of linear and nonlinear prediction methods and
comment on their utility and limitations. We also give an
overview of surrogate data testing and detail how we
quantify predictability.
4.1. Linear Versus Nonlinear Models
[20] If consecutive values in a continuous time series are
strongly correlated, a future value can be simply approximated by a linear combination of the preceding observations. This calculation forms the basis for the well-known
autoregressive (AR) model, our choice for linear prediction.
For a time series {xn} a pth order AR model is given by
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xnþ1 ¼

p1
X
k¼0

ak xnk þ wn ;

ð6Þ
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Figure 3. Representative MAB time series: (a) N2(32) along-shelf velocity, (b) N2(32) cross-shelf
velocity, (c) N5(28) along-shelf velocity, and (d) N5(28) cross-shelf velocity.

where ak, k = 1, . . ., p are constant coefficients and {wn} is a
Gaussian white noise time series whose standard deviation
is s. The noise term {wn} comes from random input from
the background. The parameters ak are chosen such that the
autocorrelation of the model matches with that for {xn}.
Such matching is assured by the solution of the associated
Yule-Walker equations [Brockwell and Davis, 1991].
[21] A time series satisfying equation (6) is a Gaussian
random process, and the parameters ak are uniquely determined by the autocorrelation function. Another view is that
these parameters are uniquely determined by the square of
the Fourier amplitudes (i.e., the power spectrum), which can
be converted from an autocorrelation by Fourier transform.
A consequence is that the Fourier phases can be regarded as
random. This important property is the basis for surrogate
data testing to be discussed in section 4.2.
[22] Linear methods are useful because they are very well
understood and are straightforward to implement. Additionally, unlike the nonlinear methods to be discussed in
section 4.1, constructing linear models does not require
large amounts of data. However, when the underlying
dynamics are nonlinear, it is possible that the evolution of
the time series deviates significantly from that predicted by
linear methods. Since stable linear dynamics can only lead
to exponential decay or regular oscillations, a major concern
with the use of linear models is that irregularity in a time
series can only be attributed to random inputs, when it is
well known that even simple nonlinear dynamics can
generate quite irregular structures [Ott, 1993].
[23] It is hoped that by incorporating nonlinearity into
time series analysis, predictions can be substantially improved. A recently developed nonlinear technique that has
proven to be effective in many fields is delay coordinate
embedding [e.g., Farmer and Sidorowich, 1987; Sugihara
and May, 1990; Sauer, 1993], our choice for nonlinear
prediction. This technique is based on the idea of phase

space reconstruction. For example, a possible realization of
the ocean field can be considered as a state in phase space. If
the dynamics are deterministic, then all future phase states
are unambiguously determined by the present phase state.
Furthermore, if the present phase state can be determined
with small uncertainty, then at least for a short time the future
phase states can be determined quite accurately. If a time
series consists of only one variable {xn}, then the phase state
cannot be inversely determined. However, this task can be
achieved by constructing delay vectors Xn = {xn, xnt,   ,
xn(d1)t}, which involve two parameters: the time lag t and
the embedding dimension d, provided d is sufficiently large,
a property ensured by the embedding theorem [Takens,
1981; Sauer et al., 1991]. To predict a future value of xn+s,
given the present delay vector Xn, we search in the past
record for its nearest neighbor, say, Xm. The value of xn+s can
then be approximately predicted as xm+s. Since observational
data are generally contaminated with noise, the determination of the present state also involves uncertainty. Taking
such uncertainty into account, prediction should be based
not just on a single neighbor but rather on the average of
an ensemble of close neighbors, each within a threshold
level of uncertainty, resulting in a locally constant model.
Furthermore, if there are enough close neighbors, then a
linear map can be filled within each neighborhood in order
to obtain more accurate predictions, resulting in a locally
linear model. We note that an AR model can be viewed
as a special case of locally linear models, for which
the neighborhood is chosen to include all delay vectors.
[24] As mentioned earlier, constructing delay embedding
models involves the selection of the parameters t and d.
While the optimal choice for these parameters depends on
the details of the underlying dynamics and thus cannot be
uniquely determined, we discuss some general criteria for
their selection. The reader is referred to Kantz and Schreiber
[1997] for a detailed discussion of the complicated issues
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involved in making such selections. If t is too small,
components in a delay vector are nearly identical, such that
adding new components does not provide new information.
On the other hand, if t is too large, successive components
are totally unrelated. Popular choices for t include the first
zero crossing of the autocorrelation function and the first
minimum of mutual information function [Fraser and
Swinney, 1986]. Typically, the effectiveness of a model is
not highly sensitive to the choice of t [Kantz and Schreiber,
1997].
[25] Delay vectors can be viewed as projections from the
full phase space of realizable states to a d-dimensional
space. The embedding dimension d reflects how many
degrees of freedom are being modeled. It should be chosen
sufficiently large so that different states are truly represented
by distinct delay vectors. The existence of d can be proven
mathematically for purely deterministic systems of finite
degrees of freedom [Takens, 1981; Sauer et al., 1991]. A too
large choice of d, however, will introduce redundancy and
thus will degrade the performance of the model. An
appropriate choice of d can be identified by using the false
nearest neighbor (FNN) technique [Kennel et al., 1992]. To
choose d, one first assumes a provisional value for d, then
locates the nearest neighbor of each delay vector using the
d-dimensional metric. Next, the same pairs of vectors are
both extended by adding one more delay coordinate and are
compared using the d + 1-dimensional metric. If they
become far apart, this ‘‘nearest neighbor’’ is judged false.
The ratio (or percentage) of false nearest neighbors that is
computed (the FNN ratio) can be viewed as a measure of
determinism. By increasing d, the FNN ratio will decrease.
If a d can be found for which there are no more FNNs, then
determinism is established. This d is used for constructing
delay embedding models. However, such a d may not
always exist in application. When the data are too short or
too noisy, estimates of the FNN ratio may contain significant uncertainty. In fact, we will show that in some cases the
FNN ratio may appear to increase with d. As a result,
determinism may not be established. In such cases, we
choose d to be the dimension for which the FNN ratio either
appears to saturate or achieves a minimum.
[26] Nonlinear methods have a drawback when applied to
high-dimensional systems since the length of data required
for constructing nonlinear models increases rapidly with the
dimension of the underlying dynamics. This requirement can
be prohibitive for many observational time series, where data
sufficiency is usually an issue. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
determine how much data are needed for a given embedding
dimension without strong simplifying assumptions. Different estimates have been given in the literature [e.g., see
Eckmann and Ruelle, 1992; Smith, 1988; Procaccia, 1988].
Common to these studies is the supposition that the length of
required data grows exponentially with increasing d.
4.2. Surrogate Data
[27] To assess whether a nonlinear model is necessary for
prediction, it is essential to understand the degree to which a
simpler model (i.e., a linear model) captures the main
predictable structures of a time series. An effective technique for this assessment is known as surrogate data testing
[Theiler et al., 1992; Smith, 1992; Schreiber and Schmitz,
2000]. Following Theiler et al. [1992], the procedure for a
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surrogate data test contains the following steps. First, a null
hypothesis (a potential explanation for the evolution of the
time series) is specified. Second, a number of random
realizations (called surrogate data) of the hypothesized
process are generated numerically. Third, we select a discriminating statistic, denoted by h, and compute its value for
the observed and surrogate time series. Finally, we determine
whether the value for the observed data, ho, is significantly
different (in a statistical sense) from the surrogate data hsi , i =
1,   , m. If it is, then the null hypothesis is rejected.
[28] The null hypothesis used in this paper is the following: The observed time series may not have a Gaussian
distribution, but it can be derived from another time series
originating from a linear Gaussian stochastic process by a
nonlinear transform. The corresponding surrogate time
series are generated by an iterative Fourier transform
method [Hegger et al., 1999; Schreiber and Schmitz,
2000]. Notice that a Gaussian stochastic process is uniquely
determined by its Fourier amplitudes.
[29] After selecting h (discussed later in this section), we
can compare ho and hsi . If the difference is unlikely to be due
to chance only, then the null hypothesis is rejected. For
example, if h is the nonlinear prediction error and we want
to show that ho is less than hsi at a significance level of a =
0.05, then at least m = 1/a = 20 surrogate time series need to
be generated. If ho is less than hsi , for all i = 1,   , m, then
the null hypothesis is rejected because the probability that
such an event occurs by chance is less than 0.05.
[30] While the above analysis can distinguish between the
surrogate and observed time series, it does not provide
information about the magnitude of the discrepancy between ho and hsi . Such a quantification is necessary since the
selection of a complex rather than a simple model is not
worthwhile if the discrepancy is small. To quantify the
relative magnitude of discrepancy, we select the following
measure:



1 X
m
hsi


g¼
 1:
o

m i¼1 h

ð7Þ

If g is much less than 1, the relative discrepancy can be
considered negligible.
[31] We now discuss our choice of discriminating statistic
h. Since our aim is to test whether nonlinear models contain
extra predictable information compared with linear correlation, the discriminating statistic should reflect predictability.
In particular, we consider the following two choices.
4.2.1. FNN Ratio (HF)
[32] The FNN ratio discussed in section 4.1 reflects
degrees of determinism and therefore serves as a good
choice for a discriminating statistic. The mathematical
algorithm for computing the FNN ratio can be found in a
study by Kennel et al. [1992]. We use a version implemented in the TISEAN software by Hegger et al. [1999].
4.2.2. Nonlinear Prediction Error (HP)
[33] Another useful statistic to compute is the averaged
nonlinear prediction error. Given a delay embedding model,
the averaged relative error for an s-step prediction is
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h P
N
1
hP ¼

N

i1=2
ðxnþs  ^xnþs Þ2
h P
i1=2 ;
N
1
xÞ2
n¼1 ðxn  
N
n¼1

ð8Þ
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where ^xn+s is the predicted value for xn+s and x is the mean
of xn estimated by x = (Sxn)/N. In equation (8) the RMS
magnitude of xn is used as a normalizing factor; thus hP is a
dimensionless measure.
[34] Previous studies have shown that the statistic hP is a
powerful discriminating statistic for detecting nonlinearity
[Schreiber and Schmitz, 2000]. However, hF is also useful
because it provides a guideline for the choice of the
embedding dimension, which is important for the success
of nonlinear prediction models.
[35] To avoid statistical bias, the delay embedding model
used for computing hF or hP should not be optimized for
the original data. Therefore a different choice of embedding
parameters could potentially improve predictions. In
section 4.3, when we discuss in detail how to quantify
predictability, we will search for an optimal model among a
number of candidates.
[36] What can we learn from a surrogate data test? We
learn whether a time series contains predictable structures
that cannot be modeled by linear methods, thereby gaining
information about the utility of nonlinear methods. However, it may not determine whether the underlying system is
nonlinear per se. In section 5 we present a time series that is
nonlinear deterministic but is nevertheless indistinguishable
from surrogate data. For this time series the use of nonlinear
methods does not improve prediction skill because the
available data are insufficient to uncover the deterministic
dynamics. In fact, the results presented in section 5 suggest
that surrogate data tests can detect low-dimensional nonlinear systems effectively, but not high-dimensional systems, unless, in theory, an extremely long time series is
available.
[37] Application of these methods to time series with
strong periodicity has drawbacks that have been previously
noted [Theiler et al., 1993]. In particular, positive surrogate
data tests may result, not from nonlinearity, but from error
induced by spectral estimation. In particular, this error may
occur if the length of an interval used for spectral estimation
is not a multiple of full cycles. In such a case, redundant
frequencies are induced in the estimated spectrum, and, as a
result, the surrogate time series appear noisier than the
original data, even for linear systems. Such issues cause
uncertainty for tests of the continental shelf data (data set D)
and the MAB data set. However, we believe that such
spectral errors compose only a small portion of prediction
errors and thus do not seriously affect our results.
4.3. Prediction Errors
[38] To test the accuracy of a prediction method, we
pretend, tentatively, that we do not have knowledge of the
true value at the time of prediction. After a prediction has
been made, we compare the predicted value with the truth to
identify a prediction error. We divide a time series under
study into two parts: a training subseries, which is used to
construct prediction models, and a testing subseries, which
we attempt to predict by using the constructed models. We
quantify predictability as the prediction error associated
with the ‘‘best model’’ at hand. In other words, we use
many different models, each optimized in its own class, to
make predictions. The minimum prediction error is then
regarded as an estimate of the predictability of the observed
time series. The models we consider are AR models with
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various orders and nonlinear models with various embedding parameters, as specified in section 5.
[39] As a final comment on our methods we note that we
have purposely chosen not to employ a more advanced
measure of predictability offered by dynamical systems
theory, that is, the Lyapunov exponent [see, e.g., Ott,
1993], which measures the exponential growth rate of initial
errors. Theoretically, this measure has the advantage in that
it is a property of the underlying dynamical process.
However, estimating Lyapunov exponents on the basis of
time delay embedding is a very difficult task because of data
limitations. Studies have shown that estimates are likely to
be incorrect, even in relatively idealized situations [Ott et
al., 1994; Kantz and Schreiber, 1997].

5. Results
[40] In this section we apply surrogate data tests to data
sets A – E. Additionally, we compute prediction errors for
each of these data sets using linear and nonlinear methods,
as discussed in section 4.
5.1. Testing Nonlinearity Using Surrogate Data
[41] First, consider data sets A through C, all of which are
generated from nonlinear, deterministic systems. We test the
null hypothesis that the time series can be derived from a
linear Gaussian stochastic process via a possibly nonlinear
transform. In Figures 4a – 4c hF is plotted as a function of d,
with t at a fixed value of 4. The original data are plotted
with the thick curve, while the distribution of the surrogate
data is shaded. For data sets A and B, hF is initially large but
drops to near zero as d increases to 3 or larger, reflecting the
low dimensionality of data sets A and B. For the surrogates,
hF decreases also with increasing d, but the values are
substantially higher than the original time series. Clearly,
the null hypothesis can be rejected with a significance level
of 0.05 for both data sets A and B. For data set C, hF
remains relatively high despite increasing d, suggesting that
the underlying dynamics are highly dimensional. Additionally, hF for the original data falls within the cloud of the
surrogate data sets; thus the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected for data set C. The increase in hF past d = 4 for
data set C is an artifact caused by data insufficiency.
[42] The results of the surrogate data tests using hP as a
discriminating statistic are shown in Figures 4d– 4f, where
hP is computed by using a locally constant model. The
parameters d and t were each fixed at 4. The averaged
prediction errors for data sets A, B, and C are plotted as a
function of prediction time s in Figures 4d, 4e, and 4f,
respectively. In agreement with the analysis of hF, the null
hypothesis can be rejected for data sets A and B but not for
data set C. While each of these data sets is nonlinear, only
those which are low dimensional (A and B) are distinguishable from their linear surrogates.
[43] The magnitude of the discrepancy for hF and hP is
given by gF and gP, respectively, according to equation (7).
The values of gF (averaged over d = 3, 4, 5) and gP
(averaged over prediction time) are shown in Table 1. For
data sets A and B, which are low dimensional, both gF and
gP are greater than 1, indicating a significant difference
between the surrogates and the original data. In contrast, for
data set C, which is high dimensional, both gF and gP are
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Figure 4. Surrogate data tests for data sets A– C: (a –c) hF and (d – f ) hP. Values for the original data are
shown as the thick solid curves, while the shaded region indicates the range of values for the surrogate
data.

much less than 1, suggesting that the difference between the
original and the surrogates is not substantial. As with the
analysis of hF and hP, these results suggest that surrogate
data tests can detect low-dimensional nonlinear systems
effectively but not high-dimensional systems.
[44] The results of the surrogate data tests for the SAB
shelf data are shown in Figure 5. The null hypothesis can be
rejected using hP as the discriminating statistic but not when
using hF. However, the evaluation of gP (Table 1) shows
that the difference between the original data and the
surrogate data is quite small. Thus, though the cloud of
surrogates in Figure 5b is distinct from the original data, the
difference is small enough such that the use of a nonlinear
model would not be advisable.
[45] The above results for the SAB data set (D) could
suggest that the underlying dynamics are nonlinear and of
high dimensionality, similar to data set C. However, unlike
data set C, hF approaches zero when the embedding
dimension is 4 or 5 (Figure 5a), suggesting a system of
relatively low dimension. Additionally, the prediction errors
for data set D are quite small relative to data set C,
suggesting the existence of predictable structures. Given
these indications, we favor an alternate interpretation for the
surrogate data tests for the SAB data, namely, that the
deviation is small because the original data set is close to
linear.
[46] For each of the selected velocity time series from the
MAB (data set E, corresponding to the solid circles in
Figure 2) we conducted surrogate data tests. For the two
time series that contain wide gaps, we used the uninterrupted
segment before the gaps, about 9 months long, for surrogate
data testing. Results are shown in Figure 6 for a typical
shelf time series, N2(32), and a typical slope time series,
N5(28), for both the along-shelf and cross-shelf data. In all

cases the original and surrogate data cannot be distinguished.
This assessment is confirmed by the small values for gF and
gP (Table 1).
[47] As seen in Figures 6a and 6b, hF is significantly
different from zero in all four cases, suggesting that the
embedding dimension is not sufficient to uncover any
determinism. Increasing the embedding dimension does
not reduce hF significantly. In Figure 6b, hF at d = 5 is
actually greater than at d = 4. As discussed in section 5.1,
this artifact is due to data insufficiency. When the prediction
errors for the surrogate time series saturate (Figures 6c and
6d), the prediction errors for the observed data are much
larger than those for data sets A and B, also an indication
that the system is not low dimensional. We add a cautionary
note here that these prediction errors calculated in this
section are not entirely indicative of the predictability of
the system for two reasons. First, these errors represent only
in sample errors, when out-of-sample errors should be used
to quantify predictability. Second, no effort has been made
to optimize the prediction models. With a different choice of
Table 1. Measure of the Difference Between the Original Data
and Surrogates gF (Averaged Over d = 3, 4, 5) and gP (Averaged
Over Prediction Time)
Data Set
A
B
C
D
E
N2(32)
N2(32)
N5(28)
N5(28)
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along-shelf
cross-shelf
along-shelf
cross-shelf

gF

gP

217
30
0.09
0.51

6.4
1.5
0.04
0.19

0.16
0.39
0.12
0.04

0.05
0.07
0.02
0.01
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Figure 5. Surrogate data tests for data set D: (a) hF and (b) hP. Values for the original data are shown as
thick solid curves, while the shaded region indicates the range of the surrogate data.
embedding parameters, prediction errors are likely to be
reduced, as will be seen in section 5.2.
5.2. Predictability
[48] To quantify predictability, we divide a time series
into a training subseries and a testing subseries, as explained
in section 4.3. Linear and nonlinear models are constructed
from the training subseries and are applied to the testing
subseries. To test whether the prediction of nonlinear
systems can be improved by using nonlinear models, we
first consider data sets B and C. The order of AR models is
increased from 1 until a further increase does not significantly improve prediction. This occurs when the order is
about 6 in both cases. The minimum prediction error
obtained from these 6 models is referred to as the linear
prediction error. We vary the embedding parameters to
optimize the nonlinear model. Our earlier computation of
hF (see Figure 4) suggests that the embedding dimension

should not exceed 5. Therefore we apply locally linear
models using embedding dimensions from 3 up to 5, with
the time delay varying from 1 through 6, for a total of
18 models. The same set of embedding parameters was also
used to construct locally constant models, but we find that
locally linear models are more accurate than locally constant
models. The minimum prediction error obtained from these
models is referred to as the nonlinear prediction error.
[49] Linear and nonlinear prediction errors as a function
of time for data sets B and C are shown in Figure 7.
Nonlinear prediction errors are much smaller than linear
prediction errors for data set B, suggesting that nonlinear
prediction models are superior. On the other hand, nonlinear prediction errors are actually larger than linear
prediction errors for data set C. Since an AR model can
be viewed as a special case of locally linear models, the
better performance of linear prediction errors for data set C
indicates that none of the selected nonlinear models is

Figure 6. Surrogate data tests for the N2(32) (solid curves, dark shading) and N5(28) (dashed curves,
light shading) time series: (a) hF for the along-shelf velocity, (b) hP for the along-shelf velocity, (c) hF for
the cross-shelf velocity, and (d) hP for the cross-shelf velocity.
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Figure 7. Relative prediction errors as a function of time for (a) data set B and (b) data set C. Linear
errors are shown by the thin curves, and nonlinear errors are shown by the thick curves.
optimal. We note that the flexibility of nonlinear models
makes it difficult to find the optimal one. Comparison of
the two cases suggests that nonlinear models can improve
prediction significantly if the system is low dimensional
but not if the system is high dimensional. We believe this
difference arises because the data are not sufficient for
constructing high-dimensional models.
[50] How much data are needed for nonlinear methods
to be effective? Although in principle, data set C can
be extended indefinitely, computational resources limited
the regeneration of data set C to a tenfold increase, or
100,000 data points. For this longer time series the FNN
ratio ceases to decay at around dimension 7. (As discussed
in section 5.1, it is an artifact that the FNN ratio does not
drop further for higher embedding dimension.) Thus we use
embedding dimension from 3 up to 7. The testing subseries
is chosen to be the same as for the shorter time series.
Compared with the shorter time series, the magnitude of
nonlinear prediction errors is smaller (see Figure 8), while
linear prediction errors maintain the same magnitude.
Nonetheless, nonlinear predictions are still no more
effective than linear predictions. Furthermore, we find that
the longer time series is also indistinguishable from the
surrogate data. These results further suggest that high-

dimensional systems require very long duration data for
the effectiveness of nonlinear methods.
[51] For data sets D (the SAB data) and E (the MAB data)
we use the same method to select the maximum order of AR
models, which turns out to be about 12. Thus in total we
consider 12 different models. As before, our nonlinear
model is a locally linear model using embedding dimensions from 3 up to 5 and time delays from 1 hour up to
12 hours, for a total of 36 models. For the predictability of
data set D, a year-long training subseries is used, and the
length of the test subseries is chosen to be 1 month. The
resulting prediction errors are plotted against prediction
time in Figure 9. Both the nonlinear and the linear errors
are quite small; however, linear models seem to outperform
nonlinear models, which, as discussed earlier, is due to the
suboptimal behavior of the selected nonlinear models. The
fact that nonlinear models fail to outperform linear models
could be due to the high dimensionality of the SAB data set,
as suggested for data set C. However, for data set C both
linear and nonlinear prediction errors are quite large, while
for data set D they are both small. Therefore a more feasible
explanation for why nonlinear models do not outperform
linear models for data set D (the SAB data) may be that the
underlying dynamics are close to linear, as postulated in

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7b except that data set C has
been extended tenfold.

Figure 9. Relative prediction errors as a function of time
for data set D. Linear errors are shown by the thin curve,
and nonlinear errors are shown by the thick curve.
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Figure 10. Relative prediction errors as a function of time for the N2(32) (solid curves) and N5(28)
(dashed curves) time series: (a) along-shelf velocity and (b) cross-shelf velocity. Linear errors are shown
by the thin curves, and nonlinear errors are shown by the thick curves.
section 5.1. We note here that our results show that the
pressure field in this region of the SAB is remarkably
predictable out to 12 hours, with errors on the order of 10%
of the RMS, a result consistent with our expectation of a
tidally dominated regime. Data set E (the MAB data) is
shorter than data set D, so a shorter training subseries is
used. We use an 11-month training subseries for the six
time series containing year-long consecutive records. For
the two time series with wide gaps (at N2) we use the
uninterrupted segments before the gaps as the training
subseries. The length of the test subseries is again chosen
to be 1 month.
[52] Again, we use N2(32) and N5(28) to illustrate the
typical time dependence of prediction errors for data set E
(Figure 10). In all cases, prediction errors saturate at about
5 hours. Predictions are moderately good for N2(32) but
rather poor after 5 hours for N5(28). Interestingly, crossshelf velocity is more predictable than along-shelf velocity
at N2(32), but the opposite is found at N5(28). This
difference might be due to the presence of the strong
along-slope frontal current at N5(28), which would facilitate
along-slope predictions. In general, this analysis shows that
nonlinear predictions fail to outperform linear predictions,
rendering their use unnecessary for this data, as suggested in
section 5.1 by the surrogate data tests.
[53] To examine the spatial structure of predictability, we
show prediction errors at 1 hour, 3 hours, and 12 hours for
all eight time series in Figure 11. In all cases, linear and
nonlinear prediction errors have approximately the same
magnitudes, again suggesting that there is no advantage in
using nonlinear prediction models. Figures 11a and 11b
show the magnitude of the absolute prediction errors, that is,
without normalization. Although 1-hour prediction errors
are typically only about 2 or 3 cm/s, errors for 12-hour
predictions are about 3 or 4 times larger, reaching 10 cm/s.
The greatest errors occur at N5(28), where the 12-hour
prediction error is about 13 cm/s. Even on the shelf the
12-hour prediction error can reach 8 cm/s. To place these
errors in context, relative prediction errors of the observed
current velocity in that month are shown in Figures 11c and
11d. Relative prediction errors for both the cross-shelf and
along-shelf velocities generally increase offshore, achieving
a maximum at N5(28), then decreasing some at N6(10).
Moorings N4 to N6 are located in the shelf break region,

where the dynamics are dominated by a highly variable and
unstable frontal current; therefore it is not surprising that
prediction degenerates quickly for these time series. On the
shelf the relative prediction errors are at most 0.5, suggesting there is significant predictability during this period,
doubtless due to the dominance of the tides on the shelf,
as was also noted for the SAB data set. On the other hand,
on the slope the 12-hour prediction errors can be as large as
the RMS magnitude of the velocity itself, which is no better
than simply predicting the statistical mean. Hence predictability is lost almost completely. Prediction errors for crossshelf and along-shelf components are roughly the same
order of magnitude, yet the difference between the two
has significant spatial structures. In particular, the crossshelf velocity seems to be more predictable than the alongshelf components on the shelf, but the opposite is true on
the slope. The greater predictability of the along-shelf
component over the slope may be due to the downstream
advective influence provided by the shelf break frontal
current.

6. Summary
[54] This analysis was designed with a twofold purpose:
first, to establish procedures that would evaluate the effectiveness of nonlinear methods in the analysis of oceanic
time series and second, to determine the predictability of the
flow field in the shelf break region of the Middle Atlantic
Bight. Subsumed by the first and second goals was another,
namely, to determine whether nonlinear methods could
improve on prediction estimates for the shelf break velocity
field provided by linear methods. Regarding the first goal,
this analysis has introduced the use of surrogate data tests to
oceanic time series and has demonstrated the utility of
comparing linear and nonlinear methods via measures of
the false nearest neighbors and prediction errors. Additionally, measures have been introduced that allow for the
quantification of the difference between the linear and
nonlinear results.
[55] Regarding the second goal, our study results reveal
a sharp contrast between a fairly predictable shelf flow
field and a fairly unpredictable slope flow field in the
Middle Atlantic Bight. Predictability for both cross-shelf
and along-shelf velocity has a cross-shelf dependence, with
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Figure 11. Spatial distribution of prediction errors for the MAB data: (a) absolute prediction errors for
along-shelf velocity, (b) absolute prediction errors for cross-shelf velocity, (c) relative prediction errors
for along-shelf velocity, and (d) relative prediction errors for cross-shelf velocity. Predictions are made for
1 hour (red), 3 hours (green), and 12 hours (blue). Triangles represent nonlinear errors, and circles
represent linear errors.
predictability generally decreasing from the shelf to the
slope waters. This decrease is attributed to the presence of
a highly variable frontal current that is generally situated at
the shelf break. For the shelf waters the predictability of the
velocity field is reasonably good. Prediction errors after
12 hours are generally no larger than one half of the standard
deviation of the observed velocity field. Prediction errors at
the slope, however, are significantly larger. After 12 hours
these errors approach the magnitude of the standard deviation of the observed field, calling into question the utility of
the prediction at that stage. In order to limit the prediction
errors at the slope to one half of the standard deviation of
the observed velocity field, the prediction ‘‘window’’ would
be limited to 1 –2 hours. The prediction windows established by this study should prove useful for those modeling
efforts where observed data are assimilated.
[56] Overall, this analysis has demonstrated that the
utility of nonlinear methods is highly dependent on the
dimensionality of the underlying dynamics of the system.
As was demonstrated for the Lorenz system and for a data
set generated from a nonlinear shallow water model (data
set B), nonlinear methods based on time delay embedding
are substantially more accurate than linear methods when a

low dimension characterizes the system. However, for highdimensional systems the utility of nonlinear models is
severely limited by the sufficiency and quality of data.
[57] This was demonstrated by our use of data set C,
again generated from a nonlinear shallow water model but
with parameters that yielded a more aperiodic, irregular time
series. In fact, increasing the data length tenfold is still not
enough for the nonlinear methods to be more effective. Our
judgment as to whether nonlinear methods were useful for
the analysis of these data sets was based on surrogate data
tests and also on the evaluation of prediction errors using
both linear and nonlinear methods.
[58] Application of nonlinear methods to the shelf data
(from SABSOON) from the South Atlantic Bight and the
shelf/slope data (from NSFE) from the Middle Atlantic
Bight did not prove useful, as indicated by the surrogate
data tests and the comparison between linear and nonlinear
prediction errors. For the SABSOON data we speculate that
the nonlinear methods may not have shown any superiority
over the linear methods for the simple reason that the
underlying dynamics are close to being linear. However,
for the NSFE data set we believe that the lack of superiority
can be attributed to the high dimensionality of the system
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dynamics. This distinction between the data sets is primarily
based on the analysis of the false nearest neighbors, which
showed that the SABSOON data had a relatively low
dimension, in contrast to the NSFE data for which a clear
embedding dimension could not be established. Thus, while
we believe the NSFE data is inherently nonlinear, the
available data set was not sufficient for constructing the
necessary high-dimensional model that could, possibly,
have outperformed a linear model. To counter the difficulties imposed by data limitations, efforts to assess the
underlying dynamics in this region should be encouraged.
The application of model dynamics could place important
constraints on the predicted fields.
[59] Finally, in order to pursue the question as to whether
nonlinear methods can be useful in the analysis of ocean
time series, future work could establish whether, indeed, the
methods are limited by quality (i.e., noise) and record
length. Given the obvious limits of observed time series,
such work would more than likely need to focus on modelgenerated data. Additionally, to improve the predictability
of the dynamics in the shelf break frontal region, future
work could incorporate spatial information in the time series
analysis. We note also that for the prediction of a shelf break
front, marked by sharp thermal and haline contrasts, temperature and salinity fields may be more informative than
velocity fields.
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